• Cleans all lead acid batteries without hard labor & chemicals.

• Removes grease, grime & "baked on" acid accumulations.

• Restores "spanking new" look without removing battery from equipment.
**SPECIAL FEATURES**

Corium Z105 Battery Cleaner & Terminal Conditioner is the super effective, ultra efficient advanced aerosol battery cleaner and terminal conditioner that makes the cleaning of lead acid batteries fast and simple.

- **Corium Z105** cleans all lead acid batteries without hard labor and chemicals.
- **Corium Z105** removes grease, road grime and "baked on" acid accumulations.
- **Corium Z105** restores that "spanking new" look usually without removing battery from equipment – saves you time and money!

**OUTSTANDING PROPERTIES**

Corium Z105 is the superior aerosol battery cleaner and terminal conditioner that:

- Provides convenient one-step cleaning in what was once a dirty, unpleasant and time-consuming job.
- Contains exclusive surfactants that loosen all grit, grime and acid accumulations on the terminals and cables.
- Contains non-toxic ingredients that offer three times the effectiveness of conventional soda and water cleaner.
- Features compressed gas spray action that effectively blasts most of the battery’s contaminants off within seconds.

**USE FOR**

Corium Z105 makes the cleaning of lead acid batteries a fast and efficient one-step action. Corium Z105’s penetrating de-activator action goes on fast with a slight foaming action that lets you see it at work. Corium Z105’s exclusive surfactants then neutralize and loosen existing grit, grime and acid accumulations on the battery’s body and terminals.

Using Corium Z105 means that, within just five minutes, all foreign matter on the battery has been chemically removed from treated surfaces. A quick wipe with a wet cloth will flush away all the loosened accumulations and leave the treated battery looking "spanking new".

Use Corium Z105 confidently on all lead acid batteries.